And Events - 2018
March 3-4

New York Mineralogical Club
Watson Hotel, 440 West 57th St., NYC

March 10-11th IRH Annual Gem, Mineral, Fossil & Jewelry
Old Bethpage Restoration Village
May 21- 27

Wildacres, Spring Session

EFMLS Convention & Show
The 2018 (67th) EFMLS Convention will be held in Raleigh, North Carolina, hosted
by the Tar Heel Gem & Mineral Club. The dates for the convention and show will be
Friday, April 6th to Sunday, April 8th . The Embassy Suites - Raleigh Crabtree by
Hilton Hotel is the convention "hotel," located in Raleigh, close to the show location.

For other Gem and Mineral shows:

http://www.amfed.org/EFMLS/calendar.htm

P. O. Box 302
Bohemia, L.I., NY
11716

December 2017

The Monthly Bulletin of the Suffolk Gem & Mineral Club, Inc.
Monthly Club meetings held at the Bay Shore-Brightwaters Library, Montauk Highway, Brightwaters starting at 7:00pm.
Refreshments served at 7:00 pm.

OFFICERS
The Conglomerate Editor – Cheryl Neary
Club Webmaster – Kerry Dicker

President –
Cheryl Neary
Vice President – Kerry Dicker
Treasurer Roberta Besso
Asst. treasure Joe LaBarca
Secretary –
Rebecca LaBarca
Liaison –
Cheryl Neary

516.449.5341 cell
631-277-0994
sca
631-666-8023
631-242-5290
516-768-4438
516.449.5341 cell

Director - Elaine Casani
Director – Lucy Jackson
Director - John King
Director –Debbie Winston
Director –Pat Seostrom
Director – Michael Jung

631-567-3342
631- 289-2328
631-775-7035
516-238-8370
631.654.0746
631.698.3018

Cell phones are to be turned off during all Club meetings.
More importantly, there should be no disturbances during any guest presentations.
D

UPCOMING MEETINGS & EVENTS:

2017 - 2018

Happy Birthday Wishes!
May Your Year Be Filled

with Hugs & Kisses!

December 18th – Chinese Auction & Holiday
Feast
A-l – Desserts
M-Z – Appetizers
Call Roberta to notify her of the dish
You will be bringing!

Rob Rizzo

January 7, 2018 – Holiday Dinner
February 5,2018 – Trivia Night

Gary Vorwald
Holiday Dinner & Live Auction

Message from the Prez:

When: January 7, 2018
Time: 2:00pm
Where: Parlor House Grill
298 West Main St., Sayville
631-438-0733
Cost: $25.00 per person*
RSVP: Roberta Besso 631.666.8023
Bring Check or cash to meeting on 12/18/17!
*Members in Good standing
Cost for Guest and other members $45.00

Hi all –
This is such an exciting time of year for our club!
There seems to always be a whirlwind of activity –
starting with our club show the beginning of the month
and culminating with our Holiday dinner in the
beginning of January.
In between we have our monthly meeting – a Chinese
auction and some Holiday festivities – with delicious
appetizers and desserts. So please join us and feel free
to invite guests- there will be some nice objects in the
raffle and you will also be able to purchase items as
well (never know if you need a stocking stuffer or
another present).

Nominating Committee:

Please bring your check or cash for the dinner in
January and sign up with Roberta – we will need a
headcount for the restaurant.

The Slate of Officers for the 2018 year will be the same as
2017-

Cheryl Neary
Ciervo.neary@gmail.com

We will vote on the Slate of Officers at the January Dinner
December 2017
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Director Elaine Casani
Let the
Adventures
Begin!

Island Rock Hound Field Trips:
1. Plum Island – Spring time – all participants will meet at
Exit 63 where we will car pool to the Plum Island Ferry
2. Sterling
Mine – SpringBus Trip Date TBD
by Anne
Marie Hill
Helmenstine,
Ph.D.
Updated August 04, 2017
LIMAGS Field Trips:
Have you ever wondered why the ocean is salty? Have you
1. Springfield, MA – August
wondered why lakes might not be salty? Here's a look at
More information ot follow for the above
what makes the ocean salty and why other bodies of water
It is with much sadness that I yet report about the loss of our
member, Kandy Miller. Kandy, who served as Corrresponding
Secretary for the club, was always willing to donate her time
for the shows and to participate in the activities of the club.
It is with sadness that this year on the Springfield trip, Kandy
confided to me that she thought it would be her last time for
the bus.
She has touched many and will be missed!

Outside
The
Box
Synopsis of Last Month’s Meeting:
Kerry taught ( or attempted to teach us all!)
the beauriful bracelet using wire wrapping
techniques.
I find us to be fortunate that Kerry enjoys
learning new techniques and sharing them
with us all.
If you have something in mind that you think
the club should consider as a project, please
let Kerry know!

In Memory of
Veronica “Kandy” Miller

Grand Prize Winner!

What is a
Member in Good Standing?
One that:
 Attends (4) Meetings
 Contributes Time to Club Show or the
Celinka Show-at the Club Table
(If you are unable to attend the show, there is
other show activities you can volunteer forplease see Elaine or Cheryl!)
Participates in Club Fundraisers
Remember-this is your club!
This club needs you to participate, in order for
the club to growIf you have any suggestions for a program,
please speak to one of the Board members
listed above. If you have an idea for a field
trip, please speak to a Board member as well!
Ask what else you can do!

If you know of any child interested in joining
a Pebbles Pup Club
Please have them contact either
Robin Wiley at rcwiley@optonline.net
Or Cheryl Neary at ciervo.neary@gmail.com
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Kentucky Bourbon Trail
Before we start discussing the Bourbon Trail of Kentucky, I want to ask you this questionDid you ever travel to another part of this scenic country and order a soft drink from perhaps a diner- type
establishment? Or perhaps buy a soft drink bottled in different parts of this country? Did you notice that the
soft drink had a slightly different flavor? The reason for the difference is one main ingredient – water.
This is true with beer – the main ingredients in beer is hops and water. I remember when I visited Germany
many years ago, that is exactly what our tour guide informed us as we ventured to the Hofbräuhaus in Munichdifferent places, different water and different tastes.
According to the definition of water, in its purest form, the liquid is clear, odorless and tasteless. It is
composed of the chemical elements hydrogen and oxygen. In fact, water is comprised of one oxygen atom and
two hydrogen atoms (H2O) bonded together by shared electrons. Water is the only naturally occurring
substance that is found in the three states – gas, as a water vapor, liquid and solid, as ice.
Approximately 70% of the planet Earth is covered by water, with over three-quarters of the water frozen.
Freshwater supply is only 3%.
Now did you ever look forward to that sip of wine only to find out that it now is vinegar? The reason for the
change in product is due to the process of fermentation. The word ferment is derived from the Latin word,
Fervere, which translates to boil. It had been observed that mixtures of crushed grapes produced bubbles. The
bubbles produced were similar to the bubbles when heating water for instance, on a stove.
Evidence has proved that alcohol- fermented beverages- have been consumed by a variety of cultures as early
as 1700 BC. Honey wine or mead was produced in Asia around 1700-1100 BC. The Greeks, Celts, Saxons
and Vikings also produced mead. Egypt, Babylon, Rome and China produced wine from grapes and beer from
barley. In South America, chichi was produced from grains, mainly maize and fruits and in North America
octli was produced from agave.
To produce the consumable alcohol is an art in itself. Too little time to ferment – no alcohol; too much time to
ferment – acetic acids are created by bacteria.
More information on fermenting and yeast is available on the following webpage:
https://www.nature.com/scitable/topicpage/yeast-fermentation-and-the-making-of-beer-14372813

Fermentation occurs because of yeast. Did you ever think about what yeast is? Yeasts are single-celled fungi,
a eukaryote organism, which means they are microscopic. The main yeast species is Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. In the absence of oxygen, this yeast ferments the sugars in different sources, such as grapes for
wine and barley for beer, converting the sugars into alcohol and carbon dioxide.
What is bourbon? It is an American whiskey, made primarily from corn. In fact, in order to be considered a
bourbon some of the criteria must be as follows:


Produced in the United States (with 95% of bourbon produced in KY)



Made from a grain mixture that is at least 51% corn



Aged in new, charred oak containers

How the whiskey was given the name “bourbon” is questionable. Some believe that it was the Baptist minister
and distiller Elijah Craig, who supposedly was the first to age the product in charred oak casks, which gives
the whiskey the reddish color. Today, Elijah Craig Bourbon is noted as one of the top shelf liquor. Elijah
Craig was a very interesting character, which if you have time- read about him on the internet. Some say that
it was Jacob Spears, from Bourbon County, KY who put the name bourbon on his label. Michel Veach, a
Louisville historian proposes that the whiskey was named after Bourbon Street in New Orleans. This was a
major port where shipments of Kentucky whiskey was sold much cheaper than the French cognac.
December 2017
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Now as in the times of our early settlers, the whiskey from Kentucky has a distinct flavor from the whiskey that
was being produced in other regional parts of the colonies, since the whiskey produced was from rye. Whiskey
barrels from the area of central Kentucky were shipped to New Orleans via the Ohio River. The barrels were
marked Old Bourbon, named after the geographical area and not the age of the whiskey. The local port in
Kentucky was once known as Limestone and was originally in Bourbon County until 1789, when the borders were
changed. Today, Maysville, the former Limestone, is found in Mason County. Early settlers travelling down the
Ohio River found a natural harbor at Limestone Creek. John May acquired the land at Limestone at in 1787 the
settlement was incorporated ad Maysville, although the name Limestone persisted into the 19th century.
Maysville is located in the northern portion of Kentucky and the town was founded by Simon Kenton and Daniel
Boone. The area once utilized by native people hunting buffalo and other game. In the 17th century the Iroquois
Confederacy, based in present day New York State drove other tribes from the region to hold the Ohio Valley as a
hunting ground. Buffalo forded the Ohio River to search for salt licks in the interior of what is known today as
Kentucky. Natural salt licks or mineral licks are exposed salt that serve as a gathering place for various wildlife.
Salt licks are usually found in ground surface springs.
The salt licks were also important and common on the Kentucky frontier. Early Kentucky salt deposits were found
in the Appalachian Mountains of the eastern part of the state. Once the lick was located, in order to obtain salt – a
valued commodity - they drilled through the mud and sand in a nearby creek bed until they struck the salt water.
The salt water was placed in large kettles where the water was boiled and evaporated leaving behind the salt
residue.
I discovered that there is a unique state park in Boone County, Kentucky known as Big Bone Lick, named for the
Pleistocene megafauna fossils found there. The following information is straight from their website:
(http://parks.ky.gov/parks/historicsites/big-bone-lick/history.aspx )
“Once covered with swamps, the land that makes up Big Bone Lick featured a combination of odorous minerals
and saline water that animals found difficult to resist.
For centuries great beasts of the Pleistocene era came to the swampy land in what is now known as northern
Kentucky to feed. Animals that frequented Big Bone Lick included bison, both the ancient and the modern variety;
primitive horses, giant mammoths and mastodons, the enormous stag-moose, and the ground sloth. The earliest
peoples, from the Pre-Paleo Period (13,000 BC) down to the Late Woodland Period (AD 1000), found a seemingly
endless supply of wild game to hunt in and around the mineral and salt springs and Big Bone Lick became a killing
ground for thousands of years. Over the millennia, the bones gradually accumulated and were frequently covered
by flooding sediments, preserving them for modern archaeologists and paleontologists to recover in the future.
American Indians, and later the settlers from the east coast marveled at the “big bones” that lay scattered about the
lick. Word of these intriguing remains became part of Indian lore until in 1739 a French Canadian explorer and
soldier, Charles LeMoyne, second Baron DeLongueil discovered the site. In 1744 Robert Smith, an Indian trader,
visited the area and removed fossils from their swampy bed. Kentucky explorer, John Findlay, noted the bones at
the lick in 1752, and Robert McAfee described Big Bone Lick in his 1773 journal.
………Big Bone Lick State Historic Site now has 813 acres with 40 acres of picnic grounds and a 62-site
campground with electricity, water, grills, bathhouse, and a pool. There are facilities for various recreational
pursuits and mosaic trail system. The park’s modern museum and visitor center has paleontological and
archaeological exhibits on display and the adjacent grounds also feature life-sized replicas of mammoth, mastodon,
ground sloth, and bison.”
Bourbon County in Kentucky was once part of Virginia, and named after the French House of Bourbon, when at
one time it was part of the French territory of Louisiana. The original Bourbon County is now 34 different counties
in Kentucky.
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So it has been said by many that the Kentucky’s climate and geology is responsible for the great taste of
Bourbon. The water is free of iron since the water’s natural filtration is through the massive limestones of
central Kentucky.
As we travelled from one dig site to another in August of this year, I am sure many saw the signs indicating the
Kentucky Bourbon Trail – a tourist promotion to attract visitor to the distilleries, including Four Roses, heaven
Hill, Jim Bean, maker’s Mark, Town Branch, Wild Turkey and Woodford Reserves.
Oh- another side note- the state of Tennessee is home to what is known as “Tennessee whiskey” – straight
bourbon produced in Tennessee – Jack Daniel’s the most recognized brand- whose product is filtered through
chucks of maple charcoal.
Today, you can purchase “Old Limestone” mixing water, used as a splash or in ice cubes for bourbon. The
company states that it is the first bottled water “sourced from an ancient limestone aquifer that runs underneath
the Kentucky bluegrass region, the same aquifer that has drawn bourbon distillers for centuries”
I also learned from today that primarily in the south – a tributary to a stream is a called a branch and water
pulled from a branch is called branch water. When serving bourbon, it can be “neat” (made without ice or
mixer), “on the rocks” (the spirit poured over ice cubes) or “bourbon and branch”, which refers to bourbon
whiskey and plain water.
Maybe the next time I visit Kentucky – I just might visit the Bourbon Trail – which will “put me in the spirit!”

Congratulations to our Raffle winners
Matthew Semon - pink Tourmaline from Brazil
Lucy Jackson – (yep – our own!) – Azuite/turquoise
necklace (donated by Michael Jung)
Rebecca LaBarca (yep ! another of our own)– Malachite
specimen
Both mineral specimens were provided by Celinka.

Please note: The raffle is a great way for our club to fundraise but again, in order to win something, you need to purchase the
tickets –
Lucy really wanted to win the necklace. First she bought a ticket
and then decided for another $5.00 she had tripled her chance to
win – and I guess she was right!
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dwayne.c.brown@nasa.gov / laura.l.cantillo@nasa.gov
March 9, 2016
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/jpl/ten-years-of-discovery-by-mars-reconnaissance-orbiter
2016-066

Ten Years of Discovery by Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
How was Opal discovered on Mars?

Opal discovery on Mars may be key to proving ancient life on

True to its purpose, the big NASA spacecraft that began orbiting Mars a decade ago this week has delivered huge advances
Red Planet

in knowledge about the Red Planet.
Published time: 8 Jul, 2015 16:23 Reuters / NASA / Handout via Reuters / Reuters
NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has revealed in unprecedented detail a planet that held diverse wet
Researchers have discovered traces of fire opal on Mars, leading them to believe it may help prove that the Red Planet

environments billions of years ago and remains dynamic today.

was once home to life. The gemstone was discovered in a Martian meteorite, which fell to Earth in 1911.
opal wasofdiscovered
by Glasgow
University
earth
scientist last
Martin
Lee and
his the
teampossibility
while examining
the Nakhla
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The gemstone was likely created by the interaction of water with silica. It is the first time that a piece of Mars on Earth has

Other discoveries have resulted from additional capabilities of the orbiter. These include identifying underground geologic
been found to contain opal. More importantly, though, opal is often found near hot springs, where microbial life

structures, scanning atmospheric layers and observing the entire planet's weather daily. All six of the orbiter's science
thrives in mineral-rich waters and sometimes becomes preserved in the opal deposits as if in amber .

instruments
remain productive in an extended mission more than seven years after completion of the mission's originally
But the findings – published in the journal Meteoritics and Planetary Science – could represent something much more
significant
thanscience
the merephase.
presence of a gemstone.
planned
primary
According to the researchers, the opal may prove that life once existed on the Red Planet.

"This
mission has helped us appreciate how much Mars -- a planet that has changed greatly over time -- continues to
“We know that on Earth opals like these are often formed in and around hot springs. Microbial life thrives in these
conditions,
and
opalMRO
can trap
and preserve
these
microbes
years,”
Lee said Laboratory,
in a statement.
change
today,"
said
Project
Scientist
Rich
Zurek for
of millions
NASA'sofJet
Propulsion
Pasadena, California. JPL
“If Martian microbes existed, it's possible they too may be preserved in opal deposits on the surface of Mars. Closer study

manages
the mission.
of Martian
opals by future missions to Mars could well help us learn more about the planet's past and whether it once held
life,” he added.
The finding could be a foundation for future research of the Martian surface, which could focus on the study of opals to
Data
from MRO have improved knowledge about three distinct periods on Mars. Observations of the oldest surfaces on the
understand the history of the Red Planet – including the possibility of ancient life.

planet show that diverse types of watery environments existed -- some more favorable for life than others. More recently,
This is not the first time that Nakhla has provided scientists with valuable information. In 2013, the same team discovered

water
the cycled
first direct
asevidence
a gas between
of water dissolving
polar iceondeposits
the surface
andoflower-latitude
the Red Planet. deposits of ice and snow, generating patterns of
layering
linked
to cyclical
similar
to in
ice1911,
agesNakhla
on Earth.
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Egyptianchanges
town on which
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is owned by the Natural History Museum in London. Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter.

Dynamic activity on today's Mars includes fresh craters, avalanches, dust storms, seasonal freezing and thawing of carbon
dioxide sheets, and summertime seeps of brine.
The mission provides three types of crucial support for rover and stationary lander missions to Mars. Its observations
enable careful evaluation of potential landing sites. They also help rover teams choose routes and destinations. Together
with NASA's Mars Odyssey, which has been orbiting Mars since 2001, MRO relays data from robots on Mars' surface to
NASA Deep Space Network antennas on Earth, multiplying the productivity of the surface missions.
The mission has been investigating areas proposed as landing sites for future human missions in NASA's Journey to Mars.
"The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter remains a powerful asset for studying the Red Planet, with its six instruments all
continuing capably a decade after orbit insertion. All this and the valuable infrastructure support that it provides for other
Mars missions, present and future, make MRO a keystone of the current Mars Exploration Program," said Zurek.
For more information about NASA's journey to Mars, visit: https://www.nasa.gov/topics/journeytomars

https://www.nasa.gov/topics/journeytomars
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How were opals discovered on Mars?
In an article from NASA, in 1911 a Martian meteorite fell to the earth. After studing the Nakhla meteorite with a
scanning electron microscope, Glasgow University earth scientist , Martin Lee and his team discovered the fire opal.
The meteorite was named after the place in Egypt where it landed and os ooowned by the Natural History Museum in
Londpn. This finding in 2015 confirmed the readings from Martian rovers that opal exists in the crust of the planet
Mars. In 2013, the same research team, studying the Nakhla meteorite discovered the first direct evidence of water
dissolving on the surface of Mars. The meteroite contains carbonates and hydrous minerals, formed by chemical
reactions in water. In addition, the rock was exposed to water after it formed, which caused secondary accumulations of
minerals. The carbonates contain more carbon than rocks formed on Earth, indicating Martian origin.[7]
It is believed that the opal was created by the interaction of water with the mineral silica. Opal mayprove that life once
existed on Mars!
“We know that on Earth opals like these are often formed in and around hot springs. Microbial life thrives in these
conditions, and opal can trap and preserve these microbes for millions of years. “If Martian microbes existed, it's
possible they too may be preserved in opal deposits on the surface of Mars. Closer study of Martian opals by future
missions to Mars could well help us learn more about the planet's past and whether it once held life,” Lee said in a
statement to Reuters.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The following is from NASA: http://www.nasa.gov/mro (2008)
NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter has observed a new category of minerals spread across large regions of Mars.
This discovery suggests that liquid water remained on the planet's surface a billion years later than scientists believed,
and it played an important role in shaping the planet's surface and possibly hosting life. Researchers examining data
from the orbiter's Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars have found evidence of hydrated silica,
commonly known as opal. The hydrated, or water-containing, mineral deposits are telltale signs of where and when
water was present on ancient Mars.
"This is an exciting discovery because it extends the time range for liquid water on Mars, and the places where it might
have supported life," said Scott Murchie, the spectrometer's principal investigator at the Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory in Laurel, Md. "The identification of opaline silica tells us that water may have existed as
recently as 2 billion years ago."
Until now, only two major groups of hydrated minerals, phyllosilicates and hydrated sulfates, had been observed by
spacecraft orbiting Mars. Clay-like phyllosilicates formed more than 3.5 billion years ago where igneous rock came
into long-term contact with water. During the next several hundred million years, until approximately 3 billion years
ago, hydrated sulfates formed from the evaporation of salty and sometimes acidic water. The newly discovered opaline
silicates are the youngest of the three types of hydrated minerals. They formed where liquid water altered materials
created by volcanic activity or meteorite impact on the Martian surface. One such location noted by scientists is the
large Martian canyon system called Valles Marineris.
"We see numerous outcrops of opal-like minerals, commonly in thin layers extending for very long distances around
the rim of Valles Marineris and sometimes within the canyon system itself," said Ralph Milliken of NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif. Milliken is lead author of an article in the November issue of "Geology" that
describes the identification of opaline silica. The study reveals that the minerals, which also were recently found in
Gusev Crater by NASA's Mars rover Spirit, are widespread and occur in relatively young terrains.
In some locations, the orbiter's spectrometer observed opaline silica with iron sulfate minerals, either in or around dry
river channels. This indicates the acidic water remained on the Martian surface for an extended period of time. Milliken
and his colleagues believe that in these areas, low-temperature acidic water was involved in forming the opal. In areas
where there is no clear evidence that the water was acidic, deposits may have formed under a wide range of conditions.
"What's important is that the longer liquid water existed on Mars, the longer the window during which Mars may have
supported life," says Milliken. "The opaline silica deposits would be good places to explore to assess the potential for
habitability on Mars, especially in these younger terrains."
NASA'sDecember
Jet Propulsion
2017Laboratory manages the Mars Reconnaissance
8 Orbiter mission for NASA's Science Mission Directorate in
Washington. Lockheed Martin Space Systems, Denver, is the prime contractor for the project and built the spacecraft. The Applied
Physics Laboratory led the effort to build the spectrometer and operates the instrument in coordination with an international team of

